2005 ford five hundred headlights

Ford Five Hundred owners have reported 9 problems related to headlights under the exterior
lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Five Hundred based on all problems reported for the
Five Hundred. Driver side headlight socket burns out the bulb. The bulb has been replaced three
times in the past three months. The entire light socket unit needs to be replaced. The service
tech informed me that was a problem with this model vehicle. See all problems of the Ford Five
Hundred. At times when placing car into reverse or drive it will lurch forward. When going up
any hill and the 6 speed transmission needs to down shift, it seems that it pops into neutral and
then pops into lower gear causing the car to jerk very hard. The jerking can be so hard that I am
scared that its going to break the motor mounts or the drive axles. This happens every time I am
going up a hill or trying to pass someone on the interstate on flat land. Had to replace the low
beam headlight sockets due to them overheating and melting the socket and causing the bulbs
to stop working. The driver side window, when trying to bring it up it will stop and go back
down. Sometimes it will do it a couple times before I can get the window all the way up. This is
my first Ford I have ever owned and I am love with the car but not with the problems I am having
with the car. Also, when the car hit , miles it started to burn 1 quart of oil between oil changes. I
cannot find any leaks. I have see a lot of people having the same issues I am having with the
lurching and jerking of the transmission. Wish Ford would do a real call for these problems
because I just love this car!. Replaced low beam headlamp on driver side, noted electrical burn
marks on one terminal. Replacement bulb did not work, had to wiggle to get it to work. Quit
working daily without wiggling whole lighting socket , took apart noticed that the socket
housing was brittle and cracked with burn mark on metal female lead. Two to three weeks later
passenger low beam headlight would not work, wiggled passenger side light, came back on.
Sometimes both light would go out at same time. Problem kept occurring through August.
Found this has occurred on other Ford Five Hundreds due to sockets overheating. Checked
passenger socket and compared to driver side and both sockets and light bulbs look identical
in damage. Replaced both side bulbs and sockets last weekend, both lights worked for three
days before apparently fused the socket with the bulb on the driver side. Guessing the
passenger side will do the same within next month like it did before. The headlight socket on
both headlights are over heating and melting causing the bulb not to operate. I'm just nervous
that this will cause a fire as all the parts are plastic. I also noted on line that it is a very real
problem and I'm not the only one experiencing this. The contact owns a Ford Five Hundred. The
contact stated that while driving approximately 50 mph and having to brake abruptly, there was
a hesitation in braking response. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for diagnosis where they
advised him that they were unable to diagnose the failure. The vehicle was repaired and three
sets of rear brake pads were installed on the vehicle. In addition, the low beam headlights
started to dim. The contact inspected the vehicle himself and noticed that the pig tail socket had
shortened. The pig tail socket was replaced. The failure mileage was unknown. The current
mileage was approximately , The VIN was unavailable. The contact stated that the harness for
the front passenger side headlight had to be replaced because it melted. An authorized dealer
stated that the failure may have been caused by excess moisture, but the contact stated that the
headlight became brittle and fractured. The dealer also stated that the top motor mount had
worn. The contact felt that these were manufacturers defects. The failure mileage was 70, and
the current mileage was 89, My Ford bought used September around 53, miles current miles 55,
has had a problem with the driver's low beam burning out. On the 3rd bulb replacement in less
than a year the entire headlight socket crumbled in my hands. I had to replace the socket and
rewire it to the wiring harness. Left headlamp running lamp is not working. Went to change the
bulb and found the end of the harness is melted. Looks like a possible fire hazard. Will take to
dealer ASAP for repair. Auto headlights fail during operation, driving in rural non light sensitive
areas. Car Problems. Headlights problem of the Ford Five Hundred 1. Headlights problem of the
Ford Five Hundred 2. Headlights problem of the Ford Five Hundred 3. Headlights problem of the
Ford Five Hundred 4. Headlights problem of the Ford Five Hundred 5. Headlights problem of the
Ford Five Hundred 6. Headlights problem of the Ford Five Hundred 7. Headlights problem of the
Ford Five Hundred 8. Headlights problem of the Ford Five Hundred 9. Exterior Lighting
problems. Back Up Lights problems. Tail Light Switch problems. David Hobbs helped make
these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in your Ford Five Hundred.
Changing both headlight bulbs on your Five Hundred at the same time will allow both bulbs to
have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter than the
bulb on the opposite side. In some Fords, the highbeam is the same bulb as the headlight and it
is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they are the same
bulb and vise versa. Some Fords have high intensity discharge headlights, sometimes referred
to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through them, even if the

battery is disconnected. If your Five Hundred has this type of bulb, we do not recommend that
you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your Five Hundred, it is
important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from your
fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the life of
the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. A check engine light can be cleared with a simple fix or it could be a major problem find out now! If your transmission is running low on fluid, be sure to add some - find out how to
do this here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly
alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three
times per year. Learn how to jack up your car. A few key tips will make jacking up your car
much safer. Do not ignore this! How to add transmission fluid. See all videos for the Ford Five
Hundred. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Skip to
main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded Items Genuine OEM 95
Items Private Label 11 Items Unbranded 6 Items 6. Not Specified 98 Items Dorman 65 Items Ford
94 Items Hella 30 Items Standard Motor Products 19 Items Wagner 18 Items Headlight Style.
Factory 18 Items Halo 8 Items 8. Not Specified Items Bulb Type. Halogen Items LED 14 Items HID
5 Items 5. Placement on Vehicle. Front 68 Items Rear 1 Items 1. Left 97 Items Right Items
Unspecified Length 20 Items Lifetime 30 Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 70 Items New
Items New other see details 3 Items 3. Used Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying
Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New New other see details Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Ford.
Enter Model Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns. Amounts
shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are
approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For
more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last
updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
international shipping options and costs. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. It has recurred a few times, its
most noticeable after dark as dash lights go black. Only light on dash was the airbag light.
Replaced low beam headlamp on driver side, noted electrical burn marks on one terminal.
Replacement bulb did not work, had to wiggle to get it to work. Quit working daily without
wiggling whole lighting socket, took apart noticed that the socket housing was brittle and
cracked with burn mark on metal female lead. Two to three weeks later passenger low beam
headlight would not work, wiggled passenger side light, came back on. Sometimes both light
would go out at same time. Problem kept occurring through August. Found this has occurred
on other Ford Five hundreds due to sockets overheating. Checked passenger socket and
compared to driver side and both sockets and light bulbs look identical in damage. Replaced
both side bulbs and sockets last weekend, both lights worked for three days before apparently
fused the socket with the bulb on the driver side. Guessing the passenger side will do the same
within next month like it did before. The contact owns a Ford Five hundred. The contact stated
that the gauges on the instrument panel would become inoperative and all of the warning lights
would illuminate on the instrument panel. The contact also stated that the rear reverse sensor
would only operate while the vehicle was in drive and the reverse lights would continuously
illuminate while in drive. The dealer performed a hard reset on the vehicle, but the failure
recurred. The manufacturer was notified, but denied any assistance with repairs of the failure.
The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 30, and the approximate
current mileage was 80, Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission
engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Five
Hundred recall. The contact stated that the harness for the front passenger side headlight had
to be replaced because it melted. An authorized dealer stated that the failure may have been
caused by excess moisture, but the contact stated that the headlight became brittle and
fractured. The dealer also stated that the top motor mount had worn. The contact felt that these

were manufacturers defects. The failure mileage was 70, and the current mileage was 89, The
contact noticed that the instrument cluster would become dark intermittently which made it
impossible to see the instrument display. When the vehicle accelerated forward the back up
lights would illuminate without warning. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who was unable to
duplicate the failure. The vehicle was taken to a private mechanic who informed the contact that
the instrument cluster was faulty and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was aware of the
failure. None of the repairs were performed. The current mileage was unknown. The
approximate failure mileage was 75, At first our Ford Five hundred had issues with instrument
cluster failures blacking out and needles zeroing etc. But now rear back up lights come on
going down the highway because of this electrical problem. I believe this has to be considered a
safety issue and should warrant a recall. Low beam bulbs and plugs are not safe. They have
melted and malfunctioned on both sides. This should be recalled. I have photos of the driver
side. Now the plug on the driver side has burned up as well. I have somewhat dramatic photos
that I can send you. While driving my Ford Five hundred the oil pressure light and brake light
illuminated. At the same time this occurred the radio volume would decrease as if I was coming
to a stop, the turn signals would fail just the indication on the instrument cluster , and most
importantly the reverse lights would illuminate. This would last from a few seconds to several
minutes at a time. On the way to the dealership, I was pulled over by the police and given a
verbal warning in regards to my reverse lights being illuminated while driving. The vehicle is at
the Ford dealer now, the dealer did supply me with another car until mine was repaired as they
deemed the car unsafe to drive in this condition. The dealer has ordered the entire instrument
cluster for replacement. After stopping on the side of the road everything returned to normal.
About 40 minutes later a similar situation occurred, only this time just the instrument panel
failed. My cruise control still worked but my tach, speed, battery and power gauge all dropped
to zero, however the lights remained on. I am writing today because I saw online that other
owners of the same make and model are having identical problems. This is a major safety issue
and could cause an accident, especially if the lights cut off at random. I'm surprised there hasn't
been a recall issued or an accident yet as a result of this. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
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great. Didn't cost much to get it installed. Marilyn Miller. Purchased on Oct 22, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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